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Real Name: J'onn J'onzz (John Jones and various 

aliases often used) 

Occupation: Private detective/various 

Base of Operations: Z'onn Z'orr, Antarctica 

Group Affiliation: JLA  

Marital Status: Widower 

Ht: 6'7" Wt: 300 lbs. 

Eyes: Red Hair: None 

 

Powers include flight, super-strength, 

telepathy, invisibility, and super-speed. 

Can freely alter his physical shape and 

density. Projects beams of energy through 

his eyes ("Martian vision") 

Has a deep appreciation of Earth cultures 

and maintains numerous human identities 

around the world 

 

 
Like all Martians, J'onn has an aversion 

to open flame 

 
A last survivor of the planet Mars, J'onn was 

accidentally transported to Earth over 30 years 

ago. A founding member of the original Justice 

League, he is now highly regarded as one of the 

most powerful and noble heroes among Earth's 

metahuman community.  

 

 

Real Name: Wallace Rudolph (Wally) West 

Occupation: Adventurer 

Base of Operations: Keystone City  

Group Affiliation: JLA (Titans, JLI)  

Marital Status: Married 

Ht: 6' Wt: 175 lbs. 

Eyes: Green Hair: Red 

 

 

 

Can vibrate through solids, but not without 

causing them to explode 

 
Earpieces have radios tuned to police band 

and emergency frequencies 

 
Can reach a top velocity of just under light 

speed. Any faster and he merges with the 

Speed Force 

Can lend velocity to moving objects 

 
While visiting the lab of his uncle Barry Allen 

(the Flash II), Wally's life was changed by a 

freak accident: a seemingly random bolt of 

lightning duplicated the event that gave Allen 

his speed, granting Wally identical powers. 

 

http://heroicimages.net/showcase_pages/jla.html
http://heroicimages.net/showcase_pages/jla.html
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Real Name: Diana 

Occupation: Ambassador 

Base of Operations: New York City, JLA Watchtower moon 

base 

Marital Status: Single 

Height: 5' 11" Weight: 135 lbs. 

Eyes: Blue Hair: Black 

 

"Diana -- the Themysciran ambassador who won the sacred 

contest and went forth to conquer hatred and evil in Patriarch's 

World as Wonder Woman."  

Formed out of clay by her mother, Queen Hippolyta, Diana of 

Themyscira was given life and great powers by the Olympian 

gods. Following tradition on the Amazon island, Diana was 

raised as a warrior, but she always had a desire to explore 

peaceful options to resolve conflicts. As Wonder Woman, 

Diana is an ambassador from the island of Themyscira to 

Patriarch's World, teaching a message of peace and equality 

by her own example.  

Stats 

 

 

Real Name: Orin, Arthur Curry 

Occupation: Crimefighter, King of Poseidonis 

Base of Operations: Poseidonis 

Group Affiliation: JLA  

Marital Status: Divorced 

Height: 6'1" Weight: 325 lbs 

Eyes: Aqua-blue Hair: Blonde 

 

 

Communicates telepathically with most sea 

life 

Super-dense body can withstand pressures of 

the deep and grants him superhuman 

strength   

 

Lost his left hand in battle; it has since 

been replaced with one made of mystical 

water    

 

 

A valiant if reluctant king, Aquaman fights to 

protect the seas and to breach the rift between 

those above and below the waves.  
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Ring is the most powerful weapon in the 

universe. It creates solid light images that 

can be shaped to take the form of anything 

the wearer imagines 

Ring is keyed to Kyle's genetic signature and 

can only be used by him  

Unlike previous Green Lantern rings, Kyle's 

ring is limited only by his imagination and 

will power; no weakness to the color yellow 

and no 24-hour time limit 

 

 
 Real Name:John Stewart  

Occupation:

 

 Architect 
When the sole remaining Guardian of the Universe 

handed freelance artist Kyle Rayner the last 

power ring, he could turn his imagination into 

reality. He is Green Lantern.  

Base of Operations: New York City 

Group Affiliation: JLA (GL Corps, Darkstars)  

Marital Status: Widower 

Ht: Wt: 6'1"  210 lbs. 

Eyes: Brown Hair: Black  

 

 

The Nth metal on the Hawks' boots and wing 

harnesses enables them to fly 

Thanks to their lifetimes of memories, both 

have working knowledge of most weapons used 

on earth from ancient Egypt to the present

 

 
The ancient Egyptian Prince Khufu and his lover, 

Chay-Ara, were exposed to Thanagarian Nth Metal, 

which has forever bonded their souls together. 

No matter how many lifetimes they live, these 

lovers -- now known as Hawkman & Hawkgirl -- will 

find each other.  

 
Real Name: Carter Hall/ Kendra Saunders 

Occupation: Archaeologist/ Hero 

Base of Op.: St. Roch, LA 

Group Affiliation: JSA 

Marital Status:
 

 Single 

Ht: 6'1"/5'6" Wt: 195/120 lbs 

Eyes: Blue/Green 

Hair: Brown/ Black 


